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By assuming the cosmological principle i.e., an isotropic and homogeneous universe, we
consider the cosmology of a vector-tensor theory of gravitation known as the bumblebee
model. In this model a single Lorentz-violating timelike vector field with a nonzero vacuum
expectation value (VEV) couples to the Ricci tensor and scalar, as well. Taking the ansatz
B(t) ∼ tβ for the time evolution of the vector field, where β is a free parameter, we derive the
relevant dynamic equations of the Universe. In particular, by employing observational data
coming from the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the Baryogenesis era, we impose some constraints on the VEV of the bumblebee timelike
vector field i.e., ξb2, and the exponent parameter β. The former and the latter limit the size
of Lorentz violation, and the rate of the time evolution of the background Lorentz-violating
bumblebee field, respectively.

Keywords: Bumblebbee vector field; Lorentz violation; Big Bang Nucleosynthesis; Gravitational
Baryogenesis

I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model Extension (SME), proposed
by Kostelesky and collaborators [1–8], is an effective
field theory that, besides describing the General Rela-
tivity (GR) and the Standard Model at low energies,
includes terms that violate the fundamental symme-
tries existent in nature, the Lorentz invariance, and
the Charge-Parity-Time (CPT) symmetry. Although
it is practically impossible to test these two mentioned
symmetries at high energy due to their unavailabil-
ity, the framework provided by SME can be used to
trace them at currently accessible energies 1. These

∗ m.khodadi@hafez.shirazu.ac.ir
† lambiase@sa.infn.it
‡ asheykhi@shirazu.ac.ir
1 As these explorations become more precise, some of the un-
knowns in the quantum gravity era (Planck scale) may be
revealed to us. This is important since could shed light on the
nature of the Lorentz symmetry, the same one that, accord-
ing to the well-known approaches to quantum gravity such as
string theory [1, 2], noncommutative field theories [9], can not
stay invariant on any scale.

extra terms, introduced in the model through spon-
taneous symmetry breaking, address the fundamen-
tal interactions. The phenomenology of the modifi-
cations induced by Lorentz and CPT violating terms
(see [10–12] for a review and references therein) has
been studied in [13–22] for the electromagnetic sector,
in [23, 24] for the electro-weak sector, and in [25–37]
for the gravitational sector (for applications to gravi-
tational waves, see [38, 39]). The spontaneous Lorentz
symmetry breaking (SLSB) is an elegant mechanism of
Lorentz violation which commonly takes place when a
vector or tensor field obtains a nonzero vacuum ex-
pectation value (VEV). On the other hand, the imple-
mentation of the SLSB into a curved space-time via
background vector fields led to models that can be
considered alternatives to GR, such as the Einstein-
Aether theory [40] and the Bumblebee Gravity (BG)
model [41, 42]. In this work, we shall focus on the
latter model.

The bumblebee model was initially proposed in [43]
to provide a simple and more tractable scenario with
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respect to the SME [35]. Inspired by the Higgs mech-
anism in the Standard Model of particles, this model
also enjoys a mechanism of SLSB [44–46] (see also Refs.
[5, 25, 35]). The BG model, in essence, reveals a frame-
work beyond GR via SLSB by the background vector
field Bµ with a nonzero VEV. This means that the
action of the bumblebee models is formed by the stan-
dard Einstein-Hilbert action plus terms depending on
the vector field, characterized essentially by a kinetic
term and a potential term. Here it is assumed that
the potential has a non-vanishing VEV. The surprising
property of this Lorentz-violating vector field model of
gravity is that, unlike theoretical considerations in the
absence of U(1) gauge symmetry, it does not forbid the
propagation of massless vector modes2 [47]. Due to the
appearance of both Nambu-Goldstone (NG) and mas-
sive Higgs in theories with SLSB [6, 7, 30], one expects
to reveal a variety of physical relics in the presence of
gravity which may be of interest in theoretical studies
of dark energy and dark matter [47]. Recently, in [48]
was done an exhaustive analysis of the polarization of
gravitational waves in the framework of the BG model.
From viewpoint of the black hole phenomenology, also
SLSB induced in the BG model results in noteworthy
results; see for instance [49–61].

Constraints on the bumblebee field (or its VEV)
and the coupling constant between that field and the
geometry from cosmological observations have been in-
ferred from CMB [62]. For an anisotropic universe,
and taking the bumblebee field as Bµ = (0, b, 0, 0),
the bound derived in [62] is ξb2 < 10−25, which is
two orders of magnitude more stringent than the up-
per bound derived already from taking the bumblebee
model into the astrophysical bodies i.e., ξb2 <∼ 10−23

[63]. In Ref. [64], owing to the implementation of the
BG model (which includes a non-zero radial bumble-
bee field component) to justify the classical tests of
GR within the allowed range of experimental data, it
has been established some upper bounds on ξb2, being
< 10−13 the most stringent. It would be interesting to

2 This strange feature is not unrelated to the name given to this
model by Kostelecky, because despite the fact that theoretical
studies prohibit the bumblebee from flying, it can nevertheless
fly successfully [47].

note that recently in Ref. [65], by setting a non-zero
temporal component for the bumblebee vector field has
been obtained a static spherical black hole solution and
has been exposed to some classical tests. Moreover, by
taking into account the time-like bumblebee field i.e.,
Bµ = (b, 0, 0, 0), the bumblebee cosmological model
can be a potential candidate of dark energy to explain
the present accelerated (de Sitter) phase of an isotropic
and homogenous universe, provided that ξb2 = 10−2

[66].
An inevitable test of every extended theory of grav-

ity is to determine the allowed regions of the model pa-
rameters via the confrontation with cosmological ob-
servations. Commonly these surveys are performed via
data related to the early and late-times of the Uni-
verse. In this work, we explore the implementation
of the bumblebee vector field into the cosmological
background on the formation of primordial light ele-
ments, the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), as well
as the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe,
known as Baryogenesis. The former occurred in the
early phases of the Universe evolution, between the
first fractions of seconds after the Big Bang (∼ 0.01

sec) and a few hundred seconds after it (in this epoch
the Universe was hot and dense). BBN describes the
sequence of nuclear reactions that yielded the synthe-
sis of light elements [67–70], and therefore drives the
observed Universe. In general, from the physics of
BBN epoch, one may infer stringent constraints on a
given cosmological model [71–73]. In particular, in the
present paper, we shall derive the constraints on the
free parameter of the Bumblebee cosmological model
i.e., ξb2.

Baryogenesis, the latter physical process under our
attention in this paper is expected to have taken place
during the early universe (before BBN) as the origin
of the baryon asymmetry 3. It, in essence, addresses
one of the unsolved problems of cosmology and particle
physics, meaning that contrarily to what is expected
from various considerations (the amount of matter
(baryons and leptons) should equate the amount of
anti-matter (anti-baryons and anti-leptons)), obser-

3 Gravitational baryogenesis just not leads to baryon asymme-
try but also may produce dark matter asymmetry [74].
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vations show that in the Universe matter dominates
over anti-matter [75–80]. It means that the observed
baryon asymmetry must have been produced dynam-
ically during the early universe because the Universe
initial state with equal numbers of baryons and an-
tibaryons. Sakharov was the first to establish the con-
ditions (Sakharov’s conditions) for the occurrence of
such baryon asymmetry [81]4: 1) There must exist in-
teractions that violate the baryon number (violation
of the Baryon number), 2) Violation of the funda-
mental discrete symmetries: C and CP violation, 3)
Deviation from thermal equilibrium. In this regard,
there are some possible physics mechanisms such as:
GUT baryogenesis [83–86], Electroweak baryogenesis
[87–89], and Leptogenesis [90–96] which is expected
to explain baryogenesis (see also review paper [97]).
Some scenarios look for the origin of baryogenesis in
Hawking radiation [98], B mesons [99, 100], primordial
black holes [101], minimal fundamental length [102],
and generalized uncertainty principle [103].

The CMB observation (through the acoustic peaks)
and the measurements of large-scale structures allow to
infer an estimation of the baryon asymmetry parame-
ter η: η(CMB) ∼ (6.3 ± 0.3) × 10−10 [104]. Yet, esti-
mations on η can be also obtained from BBN, leading
to η(BBN) ∼ (3.4− 6.9)× 10−10 [105]. These two val-
ues are compatible, although they are derived in two
different eras of the Universe. Other values close to
these two such as ηobs ∼ (8.6 ± 0.1) × 10−11, are also
found in the literature [107, 108]. As an application
of the measurement of η, it can be used as one of the
common ways to evaluate the viability of any extended
cosmology model by modified gravity [109–118].

By and large, with this idea that the background
Lorentz-violating bumblebee field Bµ has a time-like
component different from zero Bµ = (B(t), 0, 0, 0),
with B(t) ∼ tβ , throughout this paper, we focus on
the early times of the Universe, in particular, BBN
and Baryogenesis eras, to provide stringent constraints
on ξb2. More exactly, the key purpose of this work
is further shedding light on the SLSB induced in the
bumblebee vector field model, through exposure to the
above-mentioned early Universe scenarios.

4 See also [82] for more details.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next
Section, we recall the main topics of the bumblebee
cosmological model, focusing on a homogeneous and
isotropic universe (the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) universe). Here with this idea that the time-
like bumblebee field is time-varying, we solve the cos-
mological field equations. In Sections III, IV and V
we use these dynamic equations to infer the bounds on
the involved parameter(s) in the bumblebee cosmology
model. Our conclusions are release in Section VI.

II. THE BUMBLEBEE MODEL

The bumblebee model generalizes the standard for-
malism of General Relativity by allowing a SLSB. The
latter manifests by means of a suitable potential with a
non-vanishing VEV, which allows the bumblebee vec-
tor field Bµ to acquire a four-dimensional orientation.

We consider the bumblebee action [5, 66]

S =

∫ √
−g
[

1
2κ (R+ ξBµBνRµν + χBαB

αR) −

− 1
4B

µνBµν − V
(
BµBµ ± b2

)
+ LM

]
d4x,

(1)

where κ ≡ 8πG, while ξ and χ are coupling con-
stants with the same mass dimension [ξ] = M−2 = [χ].
These two coupling constants, in essence, are respon-
sible for controlling the non-minimal coupling between
the Ricci curvature Rµν and scalar Ricci R with the
bumblebee field Bµ (with mass dimension [Bµ] = M),
respectively. Bµν ≡ ∂µBν − ∂νBµ is the field-strength
tensor, b2 ≡ bµb

µ = 〈BµBµ〉0 6= 0 is the expectation
value for the contracted bumblebee vector, and LM is
the Lagrangian density for the matter fields. The po-
tential V exhibits a minimum at BµBν ± b2 = 0. Con-
cerning the significance of bumblebee potential form, it
needs to recall that by setting two linear and quadratic
forms for the bumblebee (timelike) potentials in the ac-
tion (1), then its flat counterpart meets the bumblebee
theory proposed by the Kostelecky and Samuel in Ref.
[43]. It is well-known from Ref. [47] that the Hamil-
tonian density H just in some very restricted region of
classical phase space in Kostelecky and Samuel’s model
can be positive, meaning that the relevant bumblebee
theory is stable. In other words, the bumblebee the-
ories based on these two forms of potential in most
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regions of phase space suffer from instability, H < 0.
This is also shown for other well-known SLSB-based
vector theories, such as Aether theory [106]. Anyway,
it is not a worrying issue for the cosmological model at
hand since by keeping open the general form of poten-
tial, our analysis will rule out both linear and quadratic
forms 5.

The variation of Eq. (1) with respect to the metric
leads to the modified Einstein equations

Gµν = κTµν + T (B)
µν (2)

where Tµν is the matter energy-momentum tensor for
matter

Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (3)

with ρ, p are the energy density and pressure of matter,
respectively, uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) the four-velocity of the
fluid with the normalization condition uµu

µ = −1),
and T (B)

µν is given by

T (B)
µν = κ

[
2V ′BµBν −BµαBα

ν −
(
V +

1

4
BαβB

αβ

)
gµν

]
+ξ

[
1

2
BαBβRαβgµν −BµBαRαν −BνBαRαµ

+
1

2
∇α∇µ(BαBν) +

1

2
∇α∇ν(BαBµ) (4)

−1

2
∇α∇β(BαBβ)gµν −

1

2
2(BµBν)

]
,

− χ[BαB
αGµν +RBµBν + gµν2(BαB

α)−

−∇µ∇ν(BαB
α)] ,

where V ′ denotes the derivative of the potential V with
respect to its argument.

The trace of the modified Einstein equation (2)
reads

−R = κT + T (B) (5)

5 Apart from this, the bumblebee models, including gravity, are
considered effective theories likely appearing below the Planck
scale from a more fundamental quantum theory of gravity. In
this framework, stability is expected to be restored due to
the imposition of additional constraints raised by quantum
gravity effects. As a result, without having a fundamental
quantum theory of gravity, one can not exactly address the
final stability of bumblebee models [47].

with

T = Tµµ = ρ− 3p , (6)

T (B) = κ
[
V ′BαB

α −BαβBαβ − 2V
]
− (7)

−ξ
[
∇α∇β + 1

2gαβ2
]
BαBβ − 3χ2BαB

α ,

where2 = ∇α∇α is the D’Alembert operator in curved
spacetimes.

The variation of Eq. (1) with respect to the bum-
blebee field yields its equation of motion,

∇µBµν = 2
(
V ′Bν − ξ

2κBµR
µν − χ

2κB
νR
)
. (8)

If the LHS of the equation vanishes, the above results
in a simple algebraic relation between the bumblebee,
its potential and the geometry of spacetime.

A. FRW Cosmology

We assume that our Universe is homogeneous
and isotropic (according to the cosmological princi-
ple 6) so that background geometry is described by
the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric (FRW). Al-
though is not excluded that in presence of the SLSB
the bumblebee field Bµ may acquire a nonvanishing
spatial orientation which, due to the breaking of the
rotation symmetry, is a threat to the isotropy assump-
tion of the Universe, we do not consider such a case
(see Ref. [66]). Instead, we assume that the bumble-
bee field obeys the following ansatz [66]

Bµ = (B(t), 0, 0, 0) . (9)

Equivalently, the time-like background bumblebee field
(9) can be viewed as a gradient of a time-dependent
scalar. In any case, we deal with a quantity embedded
in the background, whether Bµ or a scalar field. Even
though for Lorentz-violating there are multiple scenar-
ios, in this paper, we are interested in cosmologically

6 It is noteworthy that the cosmological principle is a working
assumption to provide a computable cosmology model and
it is not rooted in a fundamental symmetry in physics. This
means that by increasing the accuracy of observations, anoma-
lies may be found that threaten the validity of this principle
in some scales. A detailed discussion has been done in the
review paper [119].
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constraining it in the same manner that bumblebee
gravity addresses it i.e., the presence of a vector field
in the background of spacetime. Note that in case of
setting ansatz Bµ = (0,

−→
B ) (as used in Ref. [62]),

which disturbs the homogeneity and isotropy proper-
ties of FRW metric, there is no longer a such possibil-
ity to consider a scalar field. This choice preserves the
cosmological principle i.e., homogeneity and isotropy
of the Universe, which evolves according to the (flat)
FRW metric 7, described by the line element

ds2 = −dt2+a(t)2
[
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2(θ)dφ2

]
, (10)

where a(t) is the scale factor. From Eq. (9) it follows
Bµν = 0, while the only nontrivial component of the
bumblebee is (see Eq. (8))[

V ′ − 3(2χ+ ξ)

2κ

ä

a
− 3χ

κ
H2

]
B = 0 . (11)

For B 6= 0 one gets a relation between the dynamics of
the potential and the scale factor. Using (9), one gets
the 00 component of (2),

H2[1−(ξ+χ)B2] =
1

3
κ(ρ+V )+(ξ+2χ)HBḂ , (12)

while the diagonal ii components read(
H2 + 2 äa

)
[1− (χ+ ξ)B2] = −κp+ (13)

+κV + 4(ξ + χ)HBḂ + (ξ + 2χ)(Ḃ2 +BB̈) ,

where H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter. As one can
see, the additional coupling cannot be absorbed in a
redefinition of the parameters due to the presence of
the two factors ξ + χ and ξ + 2χ. Using the Bianchi
identities, ∇µ(Tµν + 1

κT
(B)µ
ν ) = 0, one obtains

ρ̇+ 3H(ρ+ p) = − 1
κ [ρ̇B + 3H(ρB + pB)] (14)

≡ − 1
κΓB ,

showing that there is an energy exchange between mat-
ter and the bumblebee field. In other words, ΓB refers
to the amount of energy non-conservation in which its
origin comes from the bumblebee background vector
field. In (14), ρB and pB are defined in (A2) and (A3),

7 Note that in case of taking a space-like bumblebee field ansatz,
the FRW metric is no longer suitable and should be employed
the Bianchini I metric, just like what was done in [62].

respectively. By using the equation of state for matter

p = wρ , (15)

the general solution of (14) is given by

ρ = ρ̃0

a3(1+w) + δB ≡ ρ0 + δB , (16)

where ρ0 = ρ̃0/a
3(1+w) is the standard energy density

of matter in GR (ρ̃0 is a constant of integration), while
δB accounts for bumblebee B-corrections

δB ≡ − 1
κ a3(1+w)

∫
ΓB(t)a3(1+w)(t)dt . (17)

From Eq. (12) we solve with respect to the potential
κV ,

κV = 3
(
H2 − κρ0

3

)
− κδB − (18)

−3H B2
[
(ξ + χ)H + (ξ + 2χ) ḂB

]
.

Inserting (18) into (13), one gets

−2H2 + 2 äa = −κ(1 + w)ρ0 − κ(1 + w)δB + (19)

+ (ξ + χ)B2
[
−2H2 + 2 äa + 4H Ḃ

B

]
+

+ (ξ + 2χ)B2
[
−3H Ḃ

B + 4
(
Ḃ2

B2 + B̈
B

)]
.

This equation is an integro-differential equation. To
find a solution, we make the following ansatz:

a(t) = a0t
α , B(t) = b

(
t
t̃

)β
= b(M̃ t)β . (20)

Here t̃ = M̃−1 is some time/mass scale at which the
bumblebee terms are effective and usually it is fixed
around the Planck scale. Before proceeding with the
calculation, it is helpful that we comment, due to the
dependency of the output of our analysis on the ansatz
(20), on the time evolution of the scale factor and bum-
blebee field. The former comes from our interest in
finding imprints of Lorentz-violating bumblebee vec-
tor field in the early Universe, particularly in BBN
and Baryogenesis eras, in which it is expected the evo-
lution of scale factor is of the power-law form, simi-
lar to the radiation-dominated epoch. Concerning the
time evolution of the bumblebee vector field, one can
show that, in essence, it is dependent on the form of
the bumblebee potential V

(
BµBµ ± b2

)
. It is com-

monly proportional to
(
BµBµ ± b2

)n which, with the
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derivative of its argument, has V ′ ∝
(
BµBµ ± b2

)n−1

[66]. Besides, by putting the ansatz of scale factor (20)
into Eq. (11), we have V ′ ∝ t−2. Now it is clear that

B(t) ∝ t
−1
n−1 . Re-expressing it in the form of B(t) in

(20), one obtains that the origin of the exponent β in-
deed comes from the form of bumblebee potential. By
passing the case n = 1 (linear form of bumblebee po-
tential) we have β > 0 and < 0, if n < 1 and > 1,
respectively. In this way, observational restriction de-
rived in the next Sections on the exponent β, allows
to rule out some of the power-law forms of bumblebee
potential

(
BµBµ ± b2

)n.
Plugging (20) into (17) one infers

δB = − b2

κ
3α(BB−AB)

3α(1+w)+2β−2
M̃2β

t2−2β , (21)

where

AB ≡(ξ + χ)(5α2 + 4αβ − α) (22a)

+ (ξ + 2χ)(3αβ + 2β2 − β),

BB ≡(ξ + χ)(2αβ − 2α) (22b)

+ (ξ + 2χ)(α− 1 + 2β(β − 1)) + 2χα .

In deriving (21) we used the relation

κV̇ = κV ′ ddt(BαB
α ± b2) (23)

= b2(3αβ)[(ξ + 2χ)(α− 1) + 2χα2] M̃
2β

t3−2β .

Moreover, Eqs. (20) and (21) allow to rewrite (19) in
the form

−2α
t2

= −κ (1+w)ρ̃0

a
3(1+w)
0 t3α(1+w)

+ b2 Cw,α M̃2β

t2−2β , (24)

Cw,α ≡ (1+w)3α(BB−AB)
3α(1+w)+2β−2 + (ξ + χ)(4αβ − 2α) +

+(ξ + 2χ)(8β2 − 3αβ − 4β) . (25)

At the first glance, it can be seen that Eq. (24) meets
its standard counterpart, if

Cw,α = 0 . (26)

By setting the values of the adiabatic index (equation
of state parameter) w and the exponent of the scale
factor α from the standard cosmology, thereby, one
can interpret Eq. (24) as an equation for determin-
ing dimensionless ratio χ/ξ in terms of β. The values
{w = 1/3, α = 1/2} and {w = 0, α = 2/3} corre-
spond, respectively, to Radiation Dominated (RD) era

and Matter Dominated (MD) era, and Eqs. (24), (25),
and (26) give

χ
ξ = 9+18β+14β2−32β3

−7−28β−36β2+64β3 , (27)

and

χ
ξ = 29+51β+30β2−72β3

−20−78β−42β2+72β3 . (28)

Using the above relations χ/ξ vs β is reported in Fig.
1. As we can see, the exponent β may assume all
values (both positive and negative) except for some
ones around β = 1 in which ratio χ/ξ diverges. These
results will be used in the next Sections when we will
discuss BBN and the gravitational baryogenesis.

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
-4

-2

0

2

4

β

χ/ξ

FIG. 1: The behavior of dimensionless ratio χ/ξ in terms
of exponent β for epochs: RD (black curve) and MD

(brown curve).

Concerning the Cosmological constant (current era)
also one easily realizes that by setting w = −1, then
a solution of (24) admits as solution B(t) = constant

[66]. Let us emphasize that, due to our interest in BBN
and Baryogenesis epochs, throughout this paper, the
last two cases are out of our attention, and the main
concentration is the first case i.e., Eqs. (27) for the
RD era.

At the end of this Section, we report the trace of
the energy-momentum tensor of the bumblebee field in
the FRW universe as follows

T (B) = 4κV + (29)

+ 3B2
[
(ξ + χ)

(
2H2 + ä

a + 4H Ḃ
B

)
+

+ (ξ + 2χ)
(
H Ḃ

B + Ḃ2

B2 + B̈
B

) ]
= 4κV + 3b2

[
(ξ + χ)α(3α+ 4β − 1) + (30)

+(ξ + 2χ)β(α+ 2β − 1)
]
M̃2β

t2−2β .
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The components 00 and ii of the energy-momentum
tensor above address energy density and pressure aris-
ing from the presence of bumblebee vector fields in the
background (see (A2) to (A5)). As the final word, in
Appendix (C), ansatz (20) is supported by linear dy-
namic system analysis.

III. BBN IN BUMBLEBEE COSMOLOGY

In the Section, we examine the constraint on ξb2

coming from BBN. For our aim, the analysis here dis-
cussed to infer such a bound is enough.

BBN starts during the radiation dominated era [67,
68, 70]. The neutron abundance can be calculated via
the conversion rate of protons into neutrons

λpn(T ) = λn+νe→p+e−+λn+e+→p+ν̄e +λn→p+e−+ν̄e ,

and its inverse λnp(T ), thus the total rate reads

Λ(T ) = λnp(T ) + λpn(T ) . (31)

From (31) one gets (see (B15))

Λ(T ) = 4AT 3(4!T 2 + 2× 3!QT + 2!Q2) , (32)

where Q stands for the difference between neutron and
proton mass, Q = mn −mp, while the numerical fac-
tor A is given by A = 1.02 × 10−11GeV−4. The 4He

primordial mass fraction is estimated by using the re-
lation [67]

Yp ≡ λ
2x(tf )

1+x(tf ) , (33)

in which λ = e−(tn−tf )/τ (tf corresponds to the time of
the freeze-out of the weak interactions, while tn to the
time of the freeze-out of the nucleosynthesis), τ is the
neutron mean lifetime defined in (B13), and, finally,
x(tf ) = e−Q/T (tf ) is the neutron-to-proton equilibrium
ratio. The variation of the freezing temperature Tf
induces a deviation from the fractional mass Yp given
by

δYp = Yp

[(
1− Yp

2λ

)
ln
(

2λ
Yp
− 1
)
− 2tf

τ

]
δTf
Tf

, (34)

where δT (tn) = 0 has been used (it comes from the
fact that Tn is fixed by the deuterium binding energy

[71, 72]). Observations provide an estimation of Yp of
baryon converted to 4He given by [120–126]

Yp = 0.2476 , |δYp| < 10−4 . (35)

Combining Eqs. (35) and (34) one gets∣∣∣ δTfTf ∣∣∣ < 4.7× 10−4 . (36)

For our aim, we rewrite the expansion rate of the BG-
based universe at hand i.e., Eq. (12) in the form

H = HGR

√
1 + ρB

κρ ≡ HGR + δH , (37)

δH = HB ≡
(√

1 + ρB
κρ − 1

)
HGR , (38)

where HGR =
√
κρ is the expansion rate of the Uni-

verse in the standard cosmological model, ρ = π2

30 g∗T
4,

and ρB is defined in (A2). The relation Λ = H gives
the freeze-out temperature T = Tf

(
1 +

δTf
Tf

)
, with

Tf ∼ 0.6 MeV obtained from H(Tf ) = Λ ' qTf
5,

which q ' 9.6 × 10−36 GeV−4 = 9.6×1040

M4
P

. Given that
the deviation given raised of background bumblebee
vector field from standard cosmology will lead to a
deviation in the freeze-out temperature, thereby, by
taking δH = δH(Tf ) into account, we arrive at

δTf
Tf

=

(√
1+

ρB
κρ−1

)
HGR

5qT 5
f

' ρB
κρ

HGR
10qT 5

f
, (39)

The last term in (39) follows from this reasonable de-
mand which ρB � ρ. We then get

ρB
κρ = ξb2Πξ,χ

(
45

16π3g∗

)β (
M̃MP

T 2
f

)2β

, (40)

and

HGR
10 q T 5

f
= 1

10

√
8π3g∗

30
1

qMPT
3
f

= 10−40

48

√
π3g∗
15

(
MP
Tf

)3
,

(41)

where Πξ,χ is defined as

Πξ,χ ≡ −
(

1+
χ
ξ

)
(2αβ−2α)+

(
1+2

χ
ξ

)
(8β2−3αβ−4β)

3(1+w) . (42)

Note that here we should set the values of α and χ/ξ
from the RD epoch. By imposing the upper bound
(36) on Eq. (39), in Figs. 2 and 3 (up rows) we il-
lustrate the parameter space plots in terms of β − ξb2

which address the allowed regions in which the upper
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bound (36) satisfies. Also, in the bottom rows, we plot∣∣∣ δTfTf ∣∣∣ in terms of ξb2 for optional values of β. As is
evident, the upper bounds on ξb2 are sensitive to set-
ting the value of exponent parameter β (B(t) ∼ tβ)
so that for the negative case, the constraint on ξb2 is
getting tighter as the value of |β| gets smaller. For the
case of β > 0 also this statement works i.e., increas-
ing the value of β results in the upper bound on ξb2

shifts to lower ones. Concerning the negative case, for
example by setting β = −0.204 one obtains the con-
straint <∼ 10−12 for ξb2, while for β ≈ −0.038 it falls
to range <∼ 10−24 which is 12 order of magnitude more
stringent than the former. As a result, it is expected
that the corresponding upper bounds on ξb2 become
even tighter than 10−24, if β > −0.038 (see the right
panel in the bottom row of Fig. 2). Concerning the
case β > 0 a comment is in order. The values of β > 0

imply that the bumblebee field grows with the cosmic
time t, or, equivalently, increases as the temperature
decreases. Despite that, this scenario guides us to tight
upper bounds for ξb2 (see Fig. 3), they can not be re-
liable. In other words, these very tight constraints, in
essence, come from the scenario that seems not cos-
mologically favourite since commonly one expects that
the Lorentz violation terms are merely effective in the
early universe, at high temperatures.

IV. GRAVITATIONAL BARYOGENESIS IN
BUMBLEBEE COSMOLOGY

In the light of supergravity theories there exist a
mechanism for inducing baryon asymmetry during the
evolution of the Universe, which has been proposed in
[127, 128]. In this model, the thermal equilibrium is
preserved, so that not all of Sakharov’s conditions are
fulfilled. The interaction responsible for the (dynami-
cal) CPT violation is given by [77]

1
M2
∗

∫
d4x
√
−g Jµ∂µR , (43)

whereM∗ is the cutoff scale characterizing the effective
theory (typically it is of order reduced Planck mass
M̄P ∼ 2.4× 1018GeV), and Jµ the baron current8 (see

8 Notice that Jµ can be any current leading to a net B − L

charge in equilibrium (B,L are the baryon/lepton number)

Refs. [74, 109–118] for further applications). In the
vacuum, the interaction (43) violates CP , while CPT
is conserved. In an expanding universe, the interaction
(43) dynamically breaks CPT , generating an energy
shift that is responsible for the asymmetry between
particles and antiparticles. Moreover, the existence of
interactions that violate baryon processes in thermal
equilibrium is essential so that a net baryon asymmetry
can be generated and gets frozen at the decoupling
temperature TD. It, in essence, is the temperature at
which the baryon asymmetry generating interactions
happen and due to the fact that the expansion rate
of the Universe is larger than the interaction rate, it
remains fixed since the interaction is less frequent.

In an expanding universe, when the temperature
drops below TD, Eq. (43) conducts us to the following
relation

1
M2
∗
Jµ∂µR = 1

M2
∗

(nB − nB̄)Ṙ , (44)

where Ṙ, nB, and nB̄ denote the time derivative of the
Ricci scalar, baryon and anti-baryon number density,
respectively. This relation allows defining the effective
chemical potential for baryons µB, and for anti-baryons
µB̄, so that

µB = −µB̄ = − Ṙ
M2
∗
, (45)

since (44) corresponds to the energy density term for
a grand canonical ensemble. For relativistic particles,
the net baryon number density reads [67]

nB − nB̄ = gb
6 µBT

2 , (46)

where gb ∼ O(1) is the number of intrinsic degrees of
freedom of baryons. The above relations allow writing
the parameter η characterizing the baryon asymmetry
in the following form [67]

η ≡ nB−nB̄
s ≈ nB

s ' −
15 gb
4π2g∗

Ṙ
M2
∗T

∣∣∣∣
TD

, (47)

where s = 2π2g∗s
45 T 3 is the entropy density (in the

radiation-dominated era), and g∗s ∼ g∗ ∼ 107 (here
g∗s is the number of degrees of freedom for particles

so that the asymmetry is not wiped out by the electroweak
anomaly [129].
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FIG. 2: Up row: Regions of existence in the β − ξb2 parameter space which satisfies the upper bound (36). Bottom row:∣∣∣ δTf

Tf

∣∣∣ from (39) in terms of ξb2 for optional values of β which put in correspond allowed region. Here we set numerical

values: M̃ ∼ 1019GeV∼MP , Tf ∼ 6× 10−4GeV, and g∗ = 106.7.
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FIG. 3: Same as the Fig. (2) but for β > 0.

which contribute to the entropy of the Universe, while
g∗ the total number of degrees of freedom of relativistic
particles [67].

As it arises from (47), η is different from zero if
Ṙ 6= 0. As we are going to discuss, the presence of

the bumblebee vector field in the background break
thermal equilibrium and modifies Ṙ, making it non-
vanishing so that η 6= 0.

By reminding of GR, the Ricci scalar Ṙ is computed
by the trace of Einstein field equations so that one gets
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R = −κ T = −κ (ρ − 3p) (see Eq. (6)). In particu- lar, during the radiation-dominated era, in which we
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are interested, the trace T vanishes (since the adia-
batic index is w = 1/3), meaning that R = 0, and no
net baryon asymmetry can be generated η ∼ Ṙ = 0.
This conclusion changes in the presence of a bumble-
bee background vector field. Actually, in such a case,
the total energy-momentum is given by radiation and
the bumblebee field B, so that the total trace does not
vanish. As a results, Eq. (5) reads off

R = −T (B) , (48)

where T (B) is given in (30), so that

Ṙ = −6Nξ,χξb
2M̃3

(
M̃ t

)2β−3
, (49)

with

Nξ,χ =
(

1 + χ
ξ

)
(β − 1)(3α2 + 4αβ − α) + (50)

+
(

1 + 2χξ

) (
2β2 + αβ − β

)
+

+ 2αβ
(

(2α2 + 2α− 2)χξ + α− 1
)
.

Note that the above equations are obtained by using
Eq. (23). We recall that during the RD era the cosmic
time t and the temperature T are related as

1
t ' (4π2g∗

90 )1/2 T 2

M̄P
, (51)

or, equivalently T (t) ' (t/sec)−1/2MeV (notice that
the entropy conservation S ∼ a3T 3 = constant implies
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T (t)a(t) = T0a0, where T0 and a0 are the temperature
and scale factor of the Universe, T0 ' 10−4eV, a0 =

1, respectively). By substituting (49) in the baryon
asymmetry formula (47), one obtains

η = $Nξ,χξb
2
(
M̃
M∗

)2 (
TD
M̄P

)3−2β (
TD
M̃

)2−2β
, (52)

where the constant $ is given by

$ ≡ gb
(

2π2g∗
45

)(1−2β)/2
.

Now, using the bound on the baryon asymmetry pa-
rameter η, that is [107, 108]

0 < η <∼ ηobs ∼ 8.6× 10−11 , (53)

we can extract some explicit constraints on ξb2 in in-
terplay with negative and positive values of exponent
parameter β.

Now, by imposing the above-mentioned constraint
on Eq. (52), in Fig. 4 (up row) we illustrate the pa-
rameter space plots in terms of β − ξb2 which address
the allowed regions in which the upper bound (53) is
satisfied. Also, in the bottom row of this figure, we
draw the plots η − ξb2 for some values of β which are
put in the corresponding allowed region. Concerning
the case β < 0 we find that independent of value of
ξb2, for β ≤ −0.038, the baryon asymmetry parameter
becomes negative which is meaningless and not accept-
able. So, by adopting range −0.038 < β < 0, one can
extract some upper bounds around 102−3 for ξb2. As
one can see, by going to the case β > 0 this upper
bound will improve a few orders of magnitude.

An interesting result we found here is that the cut-
off scaleM∗ plays an inevitable role in falling the upper
bounds on ξb2. As we can see from Fig. 4 there we
have fixed M∗ = M̄P , corresponding to the Planck
scales at which the interaction (47) is effective. In
essence, we deal with an effective theory, and fix M∗
a few orders of magnitude lower e.g., around the GUT
scale (M∗ ∼ 1016GeV). In this case, the upper bounds
released for ξb2 in Fig. 4 improve a few orders of mag-
nitude, see Fig. 5. Despite these improvements, in
comparison with upper bounds extracted from BBN
in the previous section, we still do not deal with strin-
gent constraints on ξb2. Indeed, the achievement worth

of noting here is not related to the upper bound de-
rived for ξb2, but is for restricting the evolution rate of
the bumblebee vector field i.e., −0.038 < β < 0. The
worth of this constraint is to consider it complemen-
tary to BBN, in the sense that other values belonging
to the β ≤ −0.038 range in BBN analysis are ruled out.
In this way, the most conservative constraint extracted
within the range −0.038 < β < 0 for the VEV of the
bumblebee timelike vector field i.e., ξb2 is <∼ 10−24. We
say the most conservative since for all values except for
β = −0.038 within the allowed range of β, the above-
mentioned upper bound gets tighter, as one can see of
Fig. 2 (the right panel in the bottom row).

V. NEW STRATEGY: CONSTRAINTS ON ξb2

IN INTERPLAY WITH χ
ξ

So far, all constraints derived for ξb2 from BBN
and Baryogenesis come, in essence, from the interplay
with exponent β. More exactly, by solving Eq. (26)
in terms of χ

ξ for RD era, we indeed treated β as a
free parameter. The benefit of this approach is that
it lets us probe ξb2 in explicit interplay with the free
parameter β related to the evolution of the bumblebee
field in the RD era. Alternatively, there is another
possibility in which Eq. (26) is solved in terms of β
and, subsequently, the dimensionless ratio χ

ξ this time
is treated as the involved parameter. This gives us the
possibility of probing ξb2 in explicit interplay with χ

ξ

as coupling constants in the action (1).
By solving Eq. (26) for RD era in terms of β, we

have a cubic equation such as

β3−
(

7+18
χ
ξ

16+32
χ
ξ

)
β2−

(
9+14

χ
ξ

16+32
χ
ξ

)
β−
(

9+7
χ
ξ

32+64
χ
ξ

)
= 0. (54)

It is not difficult to show that the cubic equation above
for χ

ξ ≤ −0.8 has three real solutions, while it has just
one real solution for χ

ξ > −0.8. We display both cases
in Fig. 6. It is observed that just two solutions marked
with black and blue curves in the left panel, address
β < 0 (as the desirable case of cosmology, as already
stated). The range −1.85 ≤ χ

ξ < −1.2 is the common
region of χ

ξ for these two solutions. Now, by taking
into account the solution marked with the blue curve
in Fig. 6 and using the BBN constraint (39), we can
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plot
∣∣∣ δTfTf ∣∣∣ in terms of ξb2 for values of χ

ξ within the
aforementioned range, see Fig 7. It can be seen that
the upper bound of ξb2 moves from 10−2 to 10−10, as
the value of the dimensionless ratio χ

ξ approaches its
extreme one i.e., −1.85. So, it is easy to recognize
that for values −1.2 ≤ χ

ξ < −0.8, we will deal with the
resulting very weak upper bounds for ξb2.

In this regard, by putting the favored solution of
β (corresponding to the blue curve in Fig. 6) into the
baryon asymmetry parameter η in Eq. (52), we display
in Fig. 8 the plot of η − ξb2 for some selecting values
of χξ . Here, the best upper bound for ξb2, which is not
better than the order of magnitude 10−3, extracts by
setting χ

ξ around the extreme value.
Now, one can compare quantitatively the upper

bounds obtained here for ξb2 and those were derived in
the two previous Sections. One can infer that despite
the constraints obtained from Baryogenesis in both ap-
proaches having almost the same order of magnitude,
for BBN the former approach is more efficient since
results in deriving tighter constraints on ξb2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered a vector extension
of the standard cosmology known as the bumblebee
model in which by keeping isotropy and homogeneity
of the Universe, the Lorentz symmetry spontaneously
breaks by coupling a background time-like bumblebee
vector field to Ricci tensor and scalar. We have used
the implication of this cosmology model at hand for
the formation of light elements and baryon asymmetry
in the early universe, namely on the Big Bang Nucle-
osynthesis (BBN) and Baryogenesis respectively. By
taking into account of a time-depending ansatz ∼ tβ

for the evolution of the bumblebee field B(t) with cos-
mic time, we in Sections III and IV have extracted
some upper bounds on the vacuum expectation value
(VEV) of the bumblebee timelike vector field i.e. ξb2.
By solving Eq. (26) in terms of the dimensionless ratio
χ
ξ , we have analyzed both possible negative and pos-
itive ranges of exponent parameter β, with particular
attention to the former, since it addresses the diluting
of the bumblebee field as the Universe evolves, which

is favored from the view of cosmology. From the com-
bination of BBN and Baryogenesis, we find that, for
the favourite scenario of the time-depending bumble-
bee vector field with a negative exponent parameter,
the constraints are: −0.038 < β < 0, and ξb2 <∼ 10−24.
It is important to note that the above upper bound on
ξb2 is derived in the case of setting β ≈ −0.038, so that
by going to within the allowed range of β, the upper
bound gets a few orders of magnitude tighter.

At the end of our analysis (Section V), we pursued
the strategy of solving Eq. (26) in terms of β. It lets us
probe ξb2 this time in explicit interplay with the ratio
χ
ξ made by two coupling constants embedded in the
action (1). We have repeated the same analysis done
in Sections related to BBN, and Baryogenesis, and de-
rived some upper bounds for ξb2. The comparison of
upper bounds in Section V with previous counterparts
openly shows that the most stringent constraints for
ξb2 come from the primary strategy in Sections III and
IV.

Referring to II, in particular to the connec-
tion between the exponent parameter β and the
general power-law form of the bumblebee potential(
BµBµ ± b2

)n, there is a relation given by β = −1
n−1 .

As a consequence, the tight constraint −0.038 < β < 0

implies that the power-law bumblebee potential of the
form

(
BµBµ ± b2

)n≤27 is ruled out. Concerning the
new strategy, we saw that the favorite solution of
Eq. (26) i.e., the blue curve in the left panel of Fig.
(6), restricts the exponent parameter within the range
−0.47 < β ≤ −0.22, corresponding to 3.12 < n ≤ 5.5.
Overall, in light of both approaches, one should no
longer worry about the instability issue raised in [47]
for the existing cosmological model.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the significance of
the results. First of all, very stringent constraints de-
rived for ξb2 from BBN indicate the size of Lorentz vi-
olation for the early Universe with the same course of
evolution expected from standard cosmology. In other
words, these constraints have been obtained provided
that the BBN predictions are preserved. Second, un-
like the standard cosmological model, by taking the
BG model into account, the gravitational baryogenesis
mechanism allows for explaining the matter-antimatter
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asymmetry in the Universe induced by the bumblebee
field.
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Appendix A: Useful formulas

In this Appendix, we report some useful formu-
las. For the power law dependence of the scale factor,
a(t) = a0t

α, one has

ȧ
a = α

t ,
ä
a = α(α−1)

t2
,

...
a
a = α(α−1)(α−2)

t3
. (A1)

The components of the energy-momentum tensor of
the bumblebee field are given by

T
(B)0

0 = κV + 3B2H
(

(ξ + χ)H + (ξ + 2χ) ḂB

)
≡ ρB , (A2)

T
(B)i

j =
{
κV +B2

[
(ξ + χ)

(
H2 + ä

a + 4H Ḃ
B

)
+

+(ξ + 2χ)
(
Ḃ2

B2 + B̈
B

) ]}
δij

≡ −pB δij . (A3)

Using (20) one gets that in a FRW universe ρB and
pB, Eqs. (A2) and (A3), are given by

ρB = κV + 3b20α[(ξ + χ)α+ (ξ + 2χ)β] M̃
2β

t2−2β ,(A4)

pB = −κV − b20
[
(ξ + χ)α(2α− 1 + 4β) + (A5)

+(ξ + 2χ)β(2β − 1)
]
M̃2β

t2−2β .

Moreover,

ρ̇B = b203α(BB −AB) M̃2β

t3−2β ,

where AB and BB are defined in (22a) and (22b).

Appendix B: Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

We shortly review the main features of BBN [67,
68]. In the early universe, the primordial 4He was
formed at temperature T ∼ O(1) MeV. The (rel-
ativistic) electron, positron, neutrinos and photons
are in thermal equilibrium owing to the rapid colli-
sion. The interactions involved are νe + n ↔ p + e−,
e+ + n ↔ p + ν̄e and n ↔ p + e− + ν̄e. The neu-
tron abundance is computed via the conversion rate of
protons into neutrons (λpn) and its inverse (λnp)

Λ(T ) = λnp(T ) + λpn(T ) , (B1)

where

λnp = λn+νe→p+e−+λn+e+→p+ν̄e+λn→p+e−+ν̄e . (B2)

The rates λnp and λpn are related as λnp(T ) =

e−Q/Tλpn(T ), with Q = mn −mp the mass difference
of neutron and proton. The interaction rate for the
process n+ νe → p+ e− is

dλn+νe→p+e− = dµ |〈M|2〉W , (B3)

where the various terms are defined as

dµ ≡ d3pe
(2π)32Ee

d3pνe
(2π)32Eνe

d3pp
(2π)32Ep

, (B4)

W ≡ (2π)4δ(4)(P)n(Eνe)[1− n(Ee)] , (B5)

P ≡ pn + pνe − pp − pe , (B6)

M =
(

gw
8MW

)2
[ūpΩ

µun][ūeΣµvνe ] , (B7)

Ωµ ≡ γµ(cV − cAγ5) , (B8)

Σµ ≡ γµ(1− γ5) . (B9)

From Eq. (B3) one gets

λn+νe→p+e− = A T 5Iy , (B10)

where A ≡ gV +3gA
2π3 and

Iy =

∫ ∞
y

ε(ε−Q′)2
√
ε2 − y2 n(ε−Q)[1−n(ε)]dε,

(B11)

with y ≡ me
T and Q′ = Q

T . In a similar way, for the
process e+ + n→ p+ ν̄e, one gets

λe++n→p+ν̄e = AT 3(4!T 2 +2×3!QT+2!Q2) . (B12)
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Finally, the neutron decay follows from n→ p+e−+ν̄e,
giving

τ = λ−1
n→p+e−+ν̄e

' 887sec . (B13)

In (B2) one can safely neglect the contribution (B13)
(during the BBN the neutron can be considered as
a stable particle) [68]. Following [68] one can show
that λe++n→p+ν̄e = λn+νe→p+e− . Inserting these re-
sults into (B2) and (B1), one infers

Λ(T ) ' 2λnp = 4λe++n→p+ν̄e , (B14)

which yields (using (B12))

Λ(T ) = 4AT 3(4!T 2 + 2× 3!QT + 2!Q2) . (B15)

Appendix C: Linear stability analysis of ansatz
(20)

Given that ansatz (20) plays a key role in the de-
scription of the BBN and the gravitational baryoge-
nesis so it is essential to investigate whether it is an
attractor solution or not. In the language of dynami-
cal systems theory, attractor address situations where
a collection of points in phase-space evolve within a
given region, without leaving it. In other words, these
points are stable in phase-space because them behave
as sink or spiral sink. So, the advantage of an attractor
solution is that it does not suffer from a fine-tuning of
the initial conditions.

To do so, putting ansatz (20) in the form B = ba2β ,
together with introducing new variables X1 = a, and
X2 = ȧ in (19), we reduce this second order dynamic
equation to the following first order, consist of a au-

tonomous system of differential equations

Ẋ1 = X2 = F1(X1, X2) ,

Ẋ2 =
2X2

2

(
χ
ξ +1)X4β+1

1 +2X1
− g1X

4β−2
1

(
χ
ξ +1)X4β+1

1 +2X1

+
g2X

4β
1 X2

2

(
χ
ξ +1)X4β+1

1 +2X1
− 4

3(
χ
ξ +1)X4β+3

1 +6X3
1

=

F2(X1, X2), (C1)

where

g1 =
ξb2(β(24

χ
ξ +14)+7

χ
ξ +9)

4β , (C2a)

g2 =ξb2
(

48β2(2χξ + 1)− β(36χξ + 14)− 2(χξ + 1)
)
.

(C2b)

Note that to derive of equations above, we have set ω =

1/3, and α = 1/2 together with a0 = M̃ = κ = 1. Now
by serving the Jacobian matrix for the autonomous
system (C1)

J

(
F1(X1, X2),F2(X1, X2)

)
=

(
∂F1
∂X1

∂F1
∂X2

∂F2
∂X1

∂F2
∂X2

)
(C3)

we can say whether the solution (20) within phase-
space (X1, X2) can be an attractor or not. More pre-
cisely, the Jacobian matrix (C3) is stable, indicating
the solution (20) is an attractor provided that its trace
and determinant i.e.,

tr = ∂F2
∂X2

, and det = − ∂F2
∂X1

, where
∂F1
∂X1

= 0, ∂F1
∂X2

= 1 (C4)

are negative and positive, respectively [130]. By deriv-
ing ∂F2

∂X1
, and ∂F2

∂X2
, after some straightforward algebraic

calculations, one can show that for χ
ξ < 0, and β < 0,

we have tr < 0, and det > 0, meaning that ansatz (20),
enjoys stability and address an attractor solution.
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